Program Level Assessment Report for 2012‐2013
PROGRAM NAME, DEGREE NAME (e.g. Organizational Leadership, B.S.):___English, M.A.___________________
COLLEGE in which PROGRAM is housed: ___College of Liberal Arts______________________________________
REPORT PREPARED by: ___Alpana Sharma, Director of Graduate Studies_________________________________
A. ACTIONS TAKEN TO IMPROVE STUDENT LEARNING
What actions did you take in 2012‐2013, based on previous assessment findings, to improve student learning in your
program? (Refer back to plans indicated in “Response to Assessment Findings ” in 2011‐2012 Assessment Report.)



In 2012, we redesigned our MA portfolio based on existing deficiencies (in particular, an
inadequate first-time pass rate for portfolios across the three concentrations—70% instead of
the preferred 75%). Instead of requiring an independent paper of students, we now require
them to revise a paper from a 7000-level course, working closely with the professor who
taught the course for which the paper was originally written. The Graduate Committee
prepared a set of questions that the student needs to address as part of the advisory process
leading up to the revision; created an advising form; and instituted grading rubrics for the
evaluation of the introductory essay, the revised paper, and the portfolio presentation of the
paper. In Spring 2013, we implemented this new model. Sixteen graduating students revised
their essays to a publication-worthy standard, submitted them as part of a portfolio for
evaluation, and then presented a conference-style version of the revised essay before
members of the English faculty and their peers during finals week on a day designated as
“Scholarship Day.”

B. STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES ASSESSED AND EXAMINED
Which Program Level Student Learning Outcomes did you assess and examine during 2012‐2013? List the Program Level
Student Learning Outcomes using the format of “Graduates will be able to _______________________.”
(Please note that due to specialized accreditation requirements, accredited programs may be required to assess and report on
all program level student learning outcomes every year; accredited programs should report in a manner that will align with
their accreditation. Programs not carrying specialized accreditation may assess all of their learning outcomes every year but
may choose to report on 2‐3 per year, looking at several years of data.)



The learning outcomes targeted for assessment were as follows:
Graduates will be able to
1. communicate effectively;
3. evaluate arguments and evidence critically.

C. METHODS FOR COLLECTING DATA
Which students were included in the assessment? (For example, all seniors completing Course X in Spring 2013, all graduating
seniors, etc.)



Students included in this assessment were the sixteen students who were graduating in
Spring 2013.

D. ASSESSMENT MEASURES





What key assessments/assignments/student work did you examine to directly assess the Program Level Student
Learning Outcomes listed above?

o

The student work that was assessed was
1. Their M.A. portfolio which included an introductory essay and their revised 7000-level
essay, and
2. Their conference-style version of the revised essay which they presented on
“Scholarship Day.”

o

We directly assessed the targeted learning outcomes through the following methods:
 Committees of three readers per portfolio (one of who served as the student’s
advisor) read and graded the portfolio according to a weighted grading rubric.
 Three faculty members graded each student on her/his portfolio presentation, also
using a weighted grading rubric. (See attached for copies of the two rubrics.)

What, if any, indirect assessments (e.g. exit survey, alumni survey, focus groups, etc.) did you use to indirectly assess
the Program Level Student Learning Outcomes listed above?

o

No indirect assessments were used.

E. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS
What did you find from your assessments? What did your data reveal about how well students are achieving the Program
Level Student Learning Outcomes that you listed above?



Using the two grading rubrics as a guide, we found that students were more likely to succeed if
they were provided with a more structured mentoring experience while being required to do
higher-level research and original work. Providing rubrics with criteria ranging from effective
argument and research to effective communication of ideas encouraged students to see
themselves as members of a professional academic community. All sixteen students passed; five
received certificates of excellence based on their scores of 90+%.

F. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
How were results shared? With whom were they discussed?



Students received their graded rubrics for the revised portfolio essay and met with their advisors
in order to prepare for their portfolio presentations. They also received their portfolio presentation
rubrics directly after their presentations and had the opportunity to discuss their scores with their
advisors. Members of the English department’s Fall 2013 department meeting uniformly deemed
the new M.A. portfolio a success, at which time it was brought to the department’s attention that
criteria similar to the ones used to grade the revised portfolio paper should be incorporated by all
graduate faculty in their 7000-level seminar classes. These criteria were unanimously approved
for adoption as common language by all graduate faculty in their 7000-level courses by the
graduate committee in their earlier Fall 2013 meeting. (See attached for common language
pertaining to research writing at the 7000-level.)

G. ACTIONS PLANNED TO IMPROVE STUDENT LEARNING
Based on what you learned from your assessment of the Program Level Student Learning Outcomes, what actions do the
faculty in your program plan to take to improve student learning in your program/area? Describe the steps faculty have
taken/will take to use information from the assessments for improvement of student performance and the program. List
additional faculty meetings or discussions and planned or actual changes to curriculum, teaching methods, approaches, or
services that are in response to the assessment findings.

o

As mentioned under F above, in the Fall 2013 department meeting graduate faculty were advised
as to the common language to be used for students’ research writing at the 7000-level. This
common set of expectations should produce a wider, more consistent range of courses from

which students may choose papers to revise, as the only shortcoming emerging from our new
M.A. portfolio model in Spring 2013 was that under semesters students do not have as many
courses to choose from as they did under quarters; hence, if all graduate faculty members
implemented common standards, students may be better prepared at the outset of their
coursework to produce potentially revisable papers regardless of their concentration. The portfolio
process of 2013-14 will be examined in relation to that of 2012-13, in particular, the quality of the
revised portfolio essay, to judge whether the quality of writing is comparable across the three
concentrations.
H. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (recommended)
Please attach minutes of program faculty meeting where discussion of results and action planning occurred and any other
relevant documents.

o

See attached:
o Minutes of the Fall 2013 English department meeting
o Minutes of the Fall 2013 Graduate committee meeting
o Minutes of Graduate Committee meetings 2012-13 (short form)
o Minutes of the Graduate Faculty meeting 2-11-2013
o Grading rubrics for the new M.A. portfolio and presentation
o Common language agreed upon for adoption by all members of the graduate faculty in
7000-level courses

Graduate Studies Committee
Minutes of meetings 2012-13

Meeting 28 Sept. 2012
Present: Alpana Sharma (presiding), Barry Milligan, Chris Hall, Carol Mejia-La Perle, Crystal Lake, Andrew
Strombeck, David Seitz, Rich Bullock
1. Committee discussed and approved the final version of advising form and the advising guidelines for
the new MA portfolio.
2. Committee discussed TESOL’s proposed option to the MA portfolio revised seminar paper, the Action
Research Case Study Option. One member brought up the problem of needing permission for research
using human subjects, which required further investigation by director of TESOL, Chris Hall.

Meeting 26 Oct. 2012
Present: Alpana Sharma (presiding), Barry Milligan, Chris Hall, Carol Mejia-La Perle, Crystal Lake, Andrew
Strombeck, David Seitz, Rich Bullock
1. Committee discussed having the Research Methods and Materials courses serve as co-requisites for
seminar courses in fall of the first year and decided that we would allow for them to count as corequisites, given the need for students in the first semester of their second year to have some degree of
choice of seminar papers to revise.
2. The rubric and scoring system for the introductory essay and the MA revised paper was discussed. It
was decided to float drafts of the grading rubric and have the committee vote on a final version via email.
3. Committee discussed Melissa Carrion’s petition to have the paper she was currently writing for Lars
Söderlund’s class approved for her MA revised seminar paper portfolio.
4. Committee decided to have the MA portfolio due on Wed. of the 9th week instead of 10th.

Meeting 6 March 2013
Present: Alpana Sharma (presiding), Barry Milligan, Carol Loranger, Chris Hall, Carol Mejia-La Perle,
Crystal Lake, Andrew Strombeck, David Seitz, Rich Bullock, Annika Vorhes (Graduate student
representative)
1. After some discussion, the committee voted unanimously to nominate Dani Eller for Outstanding
Graduate Student of the Year Award.
2. After further discussion, the committee decided to nominate the following students for Excellence
Awards: Darryl Evans (TESOL); Caleb Hildenbrandt (Literature); and Charles Von Nordheim
(Composition/Rhetoric).
3. The committee began their review of 35 TA applications; 13 positions were available. After much
discussion, weighing the need to balance awards among first- and second-year applicants, the committee
made their decision. Splitting their decisions between two meetings (see below), the committee selected

the following among first-year applicants: Lauren Weidenhammer and Tania Dominguez; among secondyear applicants: Lucy Flowers, Sarah Kachovec, Angela Pedrotti, and Jarrett Shedd.

Meeting 8 March 2013
Present: Alpana Sharma (presiding), Barry Milligan, Carol Loranger, Chris Hall, Crystal Lake, Andrew
Strombeck, David Seitz, Rich Bullock, Annika Vorhes (Graduate student representative)
1. The committee continued their deliberations and made further determinations. Among the remaining
first-year TA applicants, the following were selected: Jamal Russell, Erin Glinski, Kylie Kaiser, Alison
McNichol, Madison NicholasBell, Tiffany Mitchell, and Penny Sobocinski.
2. It was decided that more discussion needed to be given to a procedure whereby the needs of the
Composition program would be balanced by the graduate program’s need to hire the best qualified TAs.

Graduate Committee Meeting 9/13/2013
Present: David Seitz, Alpana Sharma, Chris Hall, Barry Milligan, Carol Loranger, Drew
Strombeck and a graduate student
Alpana opened the meeting by asking us to evaluate the portfolio process from last spring. Drew
said that the portfolio day was great, and that the portfolio papers themselves were more focused
and successful than in previous years. Annette also reported being energized by the panels. Carol
raised the idea of giving 3050 and 3060 students extra credit for attending. Alpana pointed out
that grading the presentation portion was problematic, because it felt like the grading had already
been “locked in” at that point. David reported that he and Lars had discussed running a workshop
on panel presentations. Carol pointed out that Stac (?) has a rehearsal room for presentations.
David also observed that a crop of graduate students were attending 4Cs this year. He also felt
that researching journals was an effective task for students.
The committee next took up the issue of writing in the TESOL program. Chris reported that
historically, TESOL faculty have emphasized classroom preparedness, building concrete
materials. Students in these courses continually revise curriculum and lesson plans, seeking to
develop a realistic classroom. While this approach has acknowledged benefits, Chris noted that a
lack of outside research has lead to a somewhat insular program, where students have to take the
faculty’s word regarding their own approaches: TESOL faculty become the final authority on
TESOL issues and practices, because students tend to remain unexposed to other viewpoints.
Chris noted that some students reach the end of their TESOL MA without doing a seminar.
Drew raised the issue of whether we should have standards or guidelines for what counts as a
graduate seminar. David objected that seminar papers don’t always apply to comp rhet’s focuson
genres. This lead to much discussion about genre and comp rhet. Carol raised the idea that the
presence or lack of seminar papers might impact accreditation. Annette asked whether such
TESOL research would actually help in a job letter, in terms of helping graduates articulate their
teaching strategies. Carol concluded this segment by noting that curriculum belongs to faculty,
but not simply to individual programs.
Chris next initiated a discussion of a proposed BA/MA in TESOL. He framed this in terms of
recruitment: students don’t know what to do with a TESOL undergrad degree. Barry noted that
the 4 + 1 program runs into potential difficulty because of the prereq for 7030, noting that the 4 +
1 structure is popular in Engineering and Science. Senior permission is necessary to keep 7030 as
a prereq. Drew raised the issue of whether 3.2 is an adequate GPA for entry into the program,
that 3.5 might work better. Carol suggested adding a seminar component for “graduate catch up.”
Chris said this might be problematic, but I didn’t write down why. The core issue with having
undergrads use 4000 level classes is enforcing that they do graduate work in these courses. Rich
proposed having a 4735, which would flag students in the combined program. Rich also asked if
these students would be available for a TAship. Carol suggesting letting LEAP hire these

students, possibly designating two TAships as ESL, which would also address the changing
undergrad population.
Carol then raised the issue of 6 students who haven’t completed the program, asking how these
students would finish the portfolio. Drew proposed having them take a seminar and then revigin
that paper. There’s a 7 year window for completing the program, and students will need to
petition to have older courses accepted. Language is “meet current portfolio requirements.”
Barry suggested making policy same as transfer—more than half. Summary: students must
complete half of courses in the past seven years at WSU. Graduate director will not support
petitions for more than half courses taken elsewhere.
Finally, we discussed a proposal to let Wittenburg students apply 4000 level classes for 6000
credit. No, we said, because we ask our students to do grad level work for 6000 level classes.
Instead, senior permission for WB students to take grad seminars.

Minutes: Graduate Faculty Meeting
February 11, 2013. 3:30 pm
Present: Alpana Sharma (presiding), Shengrong Cai, Deborah Crusan, Jim Guthrie, John Haught,
Sally Lamping, Carol Loranger, Nancy Mack, Barry Milligan (scribe), Annette Oxindine, David
Seitz, Kelli Zaytoun
1. Alpana Sharma (AS) outlined the evaluation process for the new portfolio.
a. The first portfolios to follow the new model will be due March 6.
b. Jennifer is trying to distribute the evaluation load evenly, as she did with the old
portfolio model.
c. The portfolio advisor will be one of three readers.
d. Portfolios will be evaluated according to a weighted scoring rubric created by the
Graduate Studies Committee (copies distributed).
e. Faculty will have two weeks to evaluate portfolios.
2. Some faculty members present asked questions and/or voiced specific concerns regarding
the portfolio process.
a. Chris Hall (CH) noted that the TESOL portfolio does not include an introductory
essay, so that portion of the rubric would not be applicable to the TESOL
portfolio. The Language Programs Committee will review the rubric and suggest
appropriate modifications for the TESOL portfolio.
b. Jim Guthrie (JG) asked whether students whose portfolios fail in the first
submission will be allowed to submit revisions. AS replied that the revision and
resubmission provisions will parallel those that pertained under the previous
portfolio model.
c. There were several questions about what specific feedback students would see.
Some believed students should see only the composite scores from the committee
(which will be the score that determines whether a portfolio passes) whereas
others thought students should perhaps see individual scores. All present agreed
that the advisor should have access to all scores upon request and could choose
how to convey to the student any information from the committee.
d. There was general discussion about whether there should be more than one level
of passing the portfolio. There was consensus in favor of the designations “Pass”
(total score of 80-89) and “Pass with distinction” (total score of 90 or above).
3. AS outlined Scholarship Day, which will be held for the first time at the end of spring
semester 2013.
a. All MA students passing the portfolio this spring will be required to present a
version of their portfolio paper as part of a conference-like panel.
b. Faculty members will evaluate the presentations according to a second rubric
developed by the Graduate Committee (copies distributed).
c. There will be two concurrent panels in each of three time slots over the course of
Scholarship Day.
d. Presenters will be as follows:
i. 3 from Lit
ii. 3 from TESOL
iii. 8 from Comp/Rhet

iv. 3 from undergraduate Honors
4. Some faculty members present asked questions and/or voiced specific concerns regarding
the presentation process.
a. Questions included the following:
i. In the future, how will students who graduate in the fall present their
papers if Scholarship Day is held only in the spring?
1. Suggested solutions included inviting fall’s graduates back to
present in spring (which would not solve the problem of their
being required to present in order to graduate) or holding a “mini
scholarship day” at the end of fall semester (which might have too
few participants to be viable). No permanent solution was adopted.
ii. Might the presentation be optional rather than mandatory?
1. There was not clear consensus on this point, but all agreed that
faculty should emphasize to students that the opportunity to
present is a privilege and a valuable professional experience.
5. The meeting adjourned at 4:30 pm.

MA PORTFOLIO RUBRIC
MA Candidate: ________________________________________________________________
Note: a portfolio may not pass with a) a score of 1 in any single category, b) a score of less than 16 for the introductory essay, c) a score of less
than 64 for the revised seminar essay, or d) a total score of less than 80.
0 3 4 5
Row Subtotal
Introductory Essay (20% of portfolio score)
Introductory Essay: Mechanics, proofreading, and discipline‐appropriate style are in good order
x1
4/5
Introductory Essay: The essay addresses the student’s development over the course of the program and
places the revised seminar essay into the context of that development
Introductory Essay: The essay describes the choice of journal to be targeted

X1
x1

4/5
4/5

X1

4/5
16/20

Revised Seminar Essay (80% of portfolio score)
Revised Seminar Essay: Mechanics, proofreading, and discipline‐appropriate style are in good order

x1

4/5

Revised Seminar Essay: The essay has a clear and appropriate thesis and places this thesis in the context of
its field

X2

8/10

Revised Seminar Essay: The essay maintains focus upon its thesis and offers discussion and analysis of
appropriate examples to support the thesis
Revised Seminar Essay: The essay cites a selection of sources that is appropriate in both size and scope.

X3
X5

12/15
20/25

X5

20/25

Introductory Essay: The essay describes the process of revision in terms of the challenges that were faced
and the strategies that were employed for meeting those challenges
Must score 16 or better to pass this portion of the portfolio
INTRODUCTORY ESSAY SUBTOTAL (out of 20 possible points)

Revised Seminar Essay: The essay engages its sources appropriately, responding to them and engaging the
ongoing scholarly conversation rather than merely repeating their points and appropriately groups and
frames arguments of other scholars
Must score 64 or better to pass this portion of the portfolio
REVISED SEMINAR ESSAY SUBTOTALS (out of 80 possible points)
TOTAL PORTFOLIO POINTS (out of 100 possible total): 80 required to pass; 95 or more required to pass
“With Distinction”
KEY:
0 = Missing or Egregious (D or F)
3 = Unacceptable (C) 4 = Good (B)
5 = Excellent (A)

64/80
80/100

MA PORTFOLIO PAPER PRESENTATION RUBRIC
MA Candidate: ________________________________________________________________
Note: Presenter may not pass with a total score of less than 16

0 3 4
Presenter behaved professionally (e.g., dressed appropriately, was on time,
was respectfully attentive to other panelists, dealt with audience questions in a manner that demonstrated
precise and thorough knowledge of the subject)
Presentation covered main points of the essay's argument clearly
Presenter was organized and engaging (i.e., used eye contact and voice projection throughout and had an
appropriate compromise between reading a paper verbatim and speaking with no script)
Presentation was appropriately paced and completed within the time limit
PAPER PRESENTATION TOTAL (out of 20 possible points)
KEY:

0 = Missing or Egregious (D or F)

3 = Unacceptable (C) 4 = Good (B)

5 = Excellent (A)

Row
5 subtotal

Common language for writing research papers at the 7000-level:
MA students in English are expected to write research papers at the 7000-level. Research papers
should include the following:
•

a clear thesis and demonstrated awareness of how that thesis fits within the broader field
of study of which it is a part;

•

citation, discussion, and analysis of appropriate examples to support the thesis;

•

citation of an appropriately broad and deep selection of secondary sources;

•

critical engagement of secondary sources, i.e., not simply a summary of sources or use of
them in place of the writer's own points, but an extension, refutation, or other meaningful
response to sources that locates the writer in an ongoing scholarly conversation about the
topic, the author(s), or the text under study;

•

evidence of careful editing and proofreading in the proper use of mechanics and
discipline-appropriate style.

